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Abstract. Installation dynamics, optimal thruster propulsion, and specific impulse thrust for
reignitable fuel motors to regulate pointing error is obtained for geosynchronous (e.g., the In-
dian National Satellite, INSAT–1B), and sunsynchronous (e.g., the Indian Earth Resource Satellite,
IRS–1) satellites parked in transfer orbits. Filter dynamics for slow and fast terrestrial system are
obtained. Design for inter satellite link server to maximize drop outlets is given. Technique for
extension of commutative rings for coordinated control and communication systems with prede-
termined target signature in global and protected environment is given. Visibility model of flexible
structure terrestrial exploration space monitoring station with associated space coordinate system
is given. Technique proposed is applied for information acquisition and synchronization of inertial
targets. Design of long range navigation in projective space and robust hybrid controller for AAFM
auto pilot system is given. AAFM system reliability is analyzed.

Key words: control systems, control applications, space vehicles, satellite control, propulsion
control.

1. Introduction

Decentralized systems offer advantages in computational speed, robustness, survivabil-
ity and modularization. Coordinated control and communication environment in which
decentralized system may operate is frequently hostile and in general is not known. Satel-
lites link (e.g., the Indian National Satellite, INSAT_1B – INSTAT_ID) transponder and
ground station propagation delay is quite large. Packets connectivity time and slots as-
signment may be employed to resolve contention due to lack of synchronization, insta-
bility, drift, and propagation time. Extension of commutative rings of reachable zone in
global and protected environment mode to design coordinated control and communica-
tion of multi terrestrial objects with predetermined signature is described.

Hohmann transfer procedure may be employed to install satellite parked in transfer or-
bit to geostationary, geosynchronous (INSAT–1B), sunsynchronous (e.g., the Indian Earth
Resources Satellite, IRS–1, 13.95 orbits/day, 25.80◦ shift/orbit) orbits. Optimal class of
thruster propulsion controls, and specific impulse thrust is given. Kepler’s law of Plan-
etary motion for swept area is applied to obtain dynamic representation for Keplerian
orbit. From Relativity principle maneuvering acceleration (Kang, 1996) is modeled as
first order Gauss Markov process (Berg, 1983) to estimate object parameters. To improve
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system performance, silence detectors and bit slicing may be employed. Frequently sin-
gularities are introduced by dynamic obstacles. Spherical trigonometry and self locator
analysis technique is applied to determine spherical coordinates in image plane for expert
tuned satellite locator system. Problem of precision index robustness of satellite locator
(Fig. 4) with reignitable fuel motors is equivalent to classical augmented L∞ stability
(Kang, 1970) robustness problem. Design procedure for performance robust extremum
controller (Kang and Kang, 1997) auto pilot for AAFM system (Cluotier, 1989) is given.

2. Mathematical Formulation

Dynamic system under consideration (Fig. 1) is characterized by sub groups of borel set
of ordered abelian time group. Set X,Y are the abelian group of vectors with k∆t → X ,
k∆t → Y of reflexive x ∈ X : Rn, y ∈ Y : Rm. X is a homomorphism of abelian group
with state mapping transformation Y → X given by [(k+ 1)∆t, k∆t, y, x, ui, u0] → x.
y is a homomorphism of abelian observance process. U is the abelian groups of class
of controls. State transformation map is given by [(k + 1)∆t, k∆t, Y,X, Ui, U0] → X .
Ω ∈ � is the cost space. Vector space state transformation function is given by xi((k +
1)∆t) = Ψ(k∆t, k0∆t, y, x) ∈ X,Ψ: R1 × Rr × Rn; r, n � m.

2.1. Structural Descriptor

Let θeci, θ
a
ci; i = 0, 1 (Fig. 1) be the elevation and azimuth angles for satellite control and

monitoring stations from earth. Let xs = [xsm]; xscj = [xsmcj ]; j = 0, 1; m = i, . . . , 3; be
the target and controller states, hs be the satellite altitude. For primary controller define
x1
c10 = (x1

ci−x1
cj); i, j = 0, 1; i �= j, Beacon marks (Ph, Pv) are placed on the horizontal

and vertical great circles. By applying opposite and adjacency rules in virtual projective

Fig. 1. Stelite locator sphere.
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image planes extracted parameters are given by

xs1cj = hscj cos θecj cos θacj ; xs2cj = hscj cos θecj sin θacj ;

xs3cj = hscj sin θacj; j = 0, 1; (1)

hscj =
[
x1
c10 sin θaci − x2

c10 cos θaci
]/

cos θecj sin(θacj − θaci).

Coordinate Mapping – Satellite/Earth Link. Let de = (1/cosθ1) be the conformal
stretching factor; θ1 be the latitude angle, area (∆SaPvCn) be the area of spherical tri-
angle (Fig. 2). Assuming origin is located at the satellite and translating with satellite
motion, from law of cosines sides and cosines arcs and property of cylindrical area pro-
jection, center angles, orientation and translation transformation for the terrestrial target
(Fig. 2) are given by

β2 = tan−1
[
sinα2/{(Dcv/Dpv) − cosα2}

]
;

Rov = deDpv(sinα2/ sinβ2);
γ4 = sin−1

[
(deDv/Rv) sinα4

]
;

β4 = π − (α4 + γ4) + area(∆SaPvCn)/(Dcv)2;
Dpv = Dcv sinβ2/ sin(α2 + β2);
Dcv = (Rv/de)(sinβ4/ sinα4).

(2)

Terrestrial Link. Let triple Θ0 = [ϕ0
rϕ

0
pϕ

0
q] be the roll pitch yaw reference frame euler

angles. To reduce propellant requirements, to increase lifetime, available payload mass,
and propulsion thrust, systems with bielliptical high latitude launch may be employed.

Multiframe Field Isomorphism. Let X be the Hausdorff Space, {R(Gi),+, .} be the
field of commutative group rings, dc ∈ Dc, ds ∈ Ds be the position vectors, θc ∈ Θc,
θs ∈ Θs; be the orientation of commutative ring frames (Fig. 3). Problem is formu-
lated as isomorphism extension to maximize compounded mapping affine transforma-
tion (Kang, 1970 ) which preserves norm ‖xi‖ = sup{|ψ(dsi , θ

s
i )|/‖dsi‖‖θsi ‖}; dsi , θ

s
i ∈

Fig. 2. Horizintal vertical proj. Fig. 3. Inertial coordinate mapping.
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Fig. 4. Satelite locator syst.

ψ(dci , θ
c
i , d

s
i−1, θ

s
i−1). It is assumed that system descriptor group Gc is isomorphic and

description frame is decomposable to subgroups Πn
i−1Πn

j−1G
c
ju

c
i ; j, i = 1, 2, . . . com-

ponents of molnya, geo synchronous and sun synchronous satellites link (Fig. 4). From
terrestrial object Kinematics equations, field of controls may be expressed as uc1 = I11ϕr ,
uc2 = I22ϕp. uc3 = I33ϕq . Contiguous connected multiframe segments of satellite frame,
intermediate frames, base frame and controller {Θc

1,0(θ
c, dc)} reference frames can be

expressed as Gs
n+1,0() = Gs

n+1,nb . . .G
c
n,0 = ΘS

n+1,n(θs, ds) . . .Θc
1,0(θ

c, dc). Com-
pounded mapping affined transformation of Kinematics decomposable ring, and frame
orientation transformation Θs of rotational operators about satellite moving frame prin-
ciple axis can be expressed as:

Gs
i+1,i =

[
Θs

i+1,i D
s
i+1,i

0 1

]
. . .

. . .

[
Θc

i+1,i D
c
i+1,i

0 1

] [
Gs

i,0

1

]
;

Θi+1 =


 cosϕq − sinϕq 0

sinϕq cosϕq 0
0 0 1




 cosϕp 0 sinϕp

0 1 0
− sinϕp 0 cosϕp




 1 0 0

0 cosϕr − sinϕr

0 sinϕr cosϕr


Θi (3)

Long Range Navigator. Let Gc
i be the group of control stations and transpon-

ders of terrestrial positioning system. From the properties of perspective triangles,
state of the target extracted from set of spherical coordinates may be expressed as
Gp

il = Gc
iG

p
i ∩ Gp

i−1,1; i: {1, . . . , n}. Let ∆ti,∆ti+1 be the navigation intervals of
states (Gp

iG
p
i+1), (Gp

i+1G
p
i+2). State of object in extended measure space is given by

Gp
i+1: Hi ∩Hi+1, here Hi: |Gp

iG
c
i −Gc

i+1G
p
i | = c∆ti, and Hi+1: |Gp

iG
c
i −Gc

1+2G
p
i | =

c∆ti+1 are the fields of hyperbola, c is the velocity of light, and Gp
i are the collection of

indices points generated by generator projective plane observation process.

2.2. Relativity Model – Terrestrial Objects

Rotation matrix present difficulties in computation and interpretation. Consider class of
controls u(k) = [∆θack∆θeck∆hscj]

t; j = 0, 1; k = 0, 1, . . .. Let wk be the zero mean
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white noise, σ: R → R is Lipschitz continuous with σ2 bounded away from zero on
every compact subset of R. System descriptor dynamics may be expressed as

xsk+1 = xsk + Fθ,duk + σwk, (4)

Fθ,d =
−hsc1cos θec1sin θ

a
c1+hsc0cos θec0sin θ

a
c0 −hsc1sin θec1cos θac1+hsc0sin θ

e
c0cos θac0

hsc1cos θec1cos θac1−hsc0cos θec0cos θac0 −hsc1sin θec1sin θac1+hsc0sin θ
e
c0sin θ

a
c0

0 hsc1 cos θec1 − hsc0 cos θec0
k1 cos θec1 cos θac1 − k0 cos θec0 cos θac0
k1 cos θec1 sin θac1 − k0 cos θec0 sin θac0

−k1 sin θec1 − k0 sin θec0


 .

Class of Controls. Consistent with reasonable satellite life, field of control actions
consists of set of controls to install satellite in the lowest possible orbit. Let ∆vn be the
impulse thrust normal to satellite trajectory support plane.

Satellite movement at latitude equilibrium may be expressed as

d2θlcj/dt
2 = −Ae(wsl, h

s) sin 2θlcj (5)

here wsl is the angular velocity. Inclination angle can be expressed as ∆θicj ≈
(1/ksj)∆vn; ksj = f(v−1

s ), here vs =
√
ge[(2/rs)−1/(rp+ra)] is the satellite velocity,

where ge is the gravitational constant, rs is the satellite radius vector, rp is the perigee
radius vector, ra is the apogee radius vector. Tangential impulse thrust control is given by
∆vt = vpr log(ms + mp/ms), here ms is the satellite mass, vpr is velocity of ejection,
∆θ1

ck = k1|∆vt|. Let θc = [∆θ1
ck ∆θick ∆θph]t, let Iii, i = 1, 2, 3 be the moment of

inertia of terrestrial object with respect to principal axis. It is assumed that for introduced
perturbations, interaction for principal axis moment inertia is small. Let T i

d be the external
disturbance moment vectors,ωi, ωi

r be the angular and relative angular velocities of space
craft and reaction wheel with respect to axis of rotation. Dynamics of stabilized geosyn-
chronous satellite and reaction wheels (e.g., the Indian Earth Resources Satellite, and the
Indian National Satellite, INSAT_B, IRS_1), pitch momentum, yaw reaction wheels may
be expressed as

Iii(dω1/dt) = I1
w + ui + T i

d; i = 1, 2, 3; Jj
(
(dωj/dt) + (dωj

r/dt)
)

= −uj; (6)

here l1w = (I22 − I33)ω2ω3, I2
w = (I33 − I11)ω3ω1, I3

w = (I11 − I22)ω1ω2. Let
ui = [πtπnIsp]t be the Impulse thrust controls, here Isp = (πt/mprge) is the specific
impulse thrust, where mpr is the ejected mass flow rate, πt is the external thrust, Specific
impulse may also be expressed as Isp = khh

s. Let ζIj(Fθ(nr), k∆t) = Hj(xIj(k/k −
1, xnr)) be the observance process, here H( ) is the measurement matrix. For terrestrial
positioning system with thruster fuel motors, bipropellant reigntable motors, fast and slow
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dynamics for inner (I) and outer (II) loops, and class of controls ui = [πtπnIsp]t may be
expressed as

xsk+1 = xsk + Fθ,dB
Iuk + Fθ,dB

IIuk + σwk; T i
d = σiwi

k;

uIc = KIθc = diag (k1I
ii ksjI

ii 0)θc; (7)

uIIc = KIIθc = diag (0 0 khc/2πf)θc.

Acquisition of Synchronization. Ground propagation time via satellite link may be
0.238 sec to 0.278 sec. Variations in incident signal, and relative satellite distance may re-
sult in problems of link synchronisation. Phase shift for transmitted and received packets
(e.g., s/s-s/x band, IRS -1) from global positioning system is given by θph = (1/kp)hsc ,
here kp = c/2πf , f is transmission frequency (Hz). Let kd = (fd/fu), here fd,
fu are the up link and down link frequencies. Let ∆f be the frequency shift due to
Doppler’s effect. Terrestrial object velocity can be expressed by observation process
vs = (c/2)(1/kd)(∆f/fu), here c = 3 × 108m/s is the velocity of light. (δ∆t/∆t) is
the Doppler shift and is function of number of orbits completed per day, and for fu = 6
GHz Doppler shift is 18 kHz (for hs = 11000 km and period 6 Hrs). Observation pro-
cess ζIj( ) is decomposable switching process, and may be identified as r groups taking
values in finite set S = {1, 2, . . .} with no absorbing group.

ζIj(Fθ(nr), k∆t) = HJxIj
(
Fθ(nr), k∆t(1 − δ∆t/∆t)

)
. (8)

3. Compounded Locator Filter

Target signature access technique may be employed to access multiple targets with
in satellite beam scanning. Let {θeck, θack, range hscj}; i = 0, 1, . . . be the set of tri-
angulated measurements process (Fig. 3). Satellite locator system (Fig. 4) consists of
group of m = {

∑m
j=1 n

j
i} fast mode states. Let Si = {nmi }; i = 2, . . . , r; nmr =∑r

i=1 n
m
i ; r � 2, be set of r slow mode states, a subset of set ∪r

i=1 Si ⊂ S =
{n1

1, n
2
1, . . . , n

m
1 , n

1
2, . . . , n

m
2 , . . . , n

1
r, . . . , n

m
r }. Aggregation of connectivity time is rep-

resented by indices of sequence of slow and fast mode states. θaj (nr, k), θej (nr, k); j > r;
r �= j are the Brownian motion process. Let Φc ∈ Φ be the closed subspace from field
of group rings with coset [θsr,0] ∈ Φ/Φc, characterized as quotient space Φ modulo Φc,

and norm ‖[θsm,0]‖ = inf θa, θe ∈ Φc; ‖θjm−1
a⊕ θjm−1

e⊕ θsm−1,0‖, is the Banach space
characterizing switching modes.

3.1. Terrestrial Positioning Filter Dynamics

Rotation of axis and poles movement for earth may be decomposed in periodic terms
(amplitude 20 sec of arc), nutation, and non periodic terms with cumulative preces-
sion, resulting in equator plane variations 50” per year. Sun eclipse and satellite con-
juction may modify satellite dynamics. Let [.]r(ωθ) be periodic matrix of integer pe-
riod with Si ∈ S, ωθ be rotational velocity of the base frame. The observation process
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{θe(k)θa(k)}, nr � tk � nr+1 is separable martingale. Let L(wi0(t)) ∼ N(0,Wi0),
and L(vi0(t)) ∼ N(0, Vio); i = i, 2, . . .. In the following extension field is employed to
design performance robust satellite and ground locator system. Multiple extended filter
(satellite) dynamics can be expressed as.

Fast (Inner Loop) Dynamics.

E[xlj(k/k, xnr)] = E
[
xIj(k/k − 1, xnr)

]
+M Ij(k)

[
ζIj

(
Fθ(nr)

)
−HjE

(
xIj(k/k − 1, xnr)

)]
;

M Ij(k)=P Ij(k/k−1)Hjt
[
HjP Ij(k/k−1)Hjt + V I(k)

]−1; r − 1 � j < r;

E
[
xIj(k + 1/k, xnr)

]
=

[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj
]
r−1(q)

E
[
xIj(k/k, xnr)

]
;

i, r = 1, 2, . . . ;

P Ij(k/k) =
[
P Ij(k/k − 1) −M Ij(k)HjtP Ij(k/k − 1)

]
; nr−1 � k � nr;

P Ij
0 = P Ir(nr); θer(t0) = θer−1(tnr); θar (t0) = θar−1(tnr);

P Ij(k/k − l) =
[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj
]
r−1(q)

P Ij(k − 1/k − 1)

×
[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj
]t
r−1(q)

+ W I(k). (9)

Slow (Outer Loop) Dynamics.

E
[
xIIj(k/k, xnr)

]
= E

[
xIIj(k/k − 1, xnr)

]
+ M IIj(k)

[
ζIIj(Fθ(nr), k)

−HIIjE(xIIj(k/k − 1, xnr))
]
;

E
[
xIIj(k + 1/k, xnr)

]
=

[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj − F j
θB

IIjKIIj

−M Ij(k + 1)Hj(I − F j
θ (nr−1)BIjKIIj)

]
r−1(q)

E
[
xIIj(k/k, xnr)

]
;

M IIj(k) = P IIj(k/k − 1)Hjt
[
HjP IIj(k/k − 1)Hjt + V II(k)

]−1;

P IIj(k + 1/k + 1) =
[
P IIj(k + 1/k)−M IIj(k)HjtP IIj(k + 1/k)

]
;

P IIj
0 = P IIr(nr);

P IIj(k + 1/k) =
[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj − F j
θB

IIjKIIj

−M IIj(k + 1)HIj(I − F j
θ (nr−1)BIjKIj)

]
r−1(q)

P Ij(k/k)

×
[
I − F j

θ (nr−1)BIjKIj − FθB
IIjKIIj

−M Ij(k + 1)Hj(I − F j
θ (nr−1)BIjKIj

i )
]
r−1(q)

+ W II(k). (10)

To compensate for earth rotation, and for satellite stabilization steering control action
may be employed.

3.2. Satellite Time Optimal Regulator

Variations in the velocity of rotation may cause stabilized axis pointing error. Start sensor,
sun sensor, infra-red horizon sensor and rate integrating gyro may be employed to gener-
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ate attitude (IRS-1), and roll, pitch, yaw error sensing and error correction. For Geosyn-
chronous, Molnya or Tundra orbit satellites link, frequent switching of tracking satellites
may be necessary. The class of controls consists of control action normal to the orbit
support plane for inclination control and tangential control action to modify long term
drift and the eccentricity (Lemma 3.1). It is assumed that periodic perturbations are small
as compared to the window size. The time optimal control for propellant consumption
is given in Theorem 3.1. To combat disturbing torques, and for gyroscopic stabilization
pairs of low power hybrid thrusters, Unified bipropellant propulsion (oxidant fuel pair)
reignitable motors, and liquid propellant may be employed. Impulse control action uj(k)
to generate regulating action may be expressed by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.1 (Gyroscopic stabilization). Let xj(0) be independent of driving motion.
Given set of policies

u(k) =
[
∆vt∆vnIsp

]t = diag[kl ksj kh]sgn(xj(k)). (11)

Terrestrial object trajectory has an upper bound.

Class of controllers for gyroscopic stabilization consisting of low power thrusters
characterized by low power level, large number of operating cycles, long lifetime and
long cumulative operating time.

Reachable Set. The orbit corrections can not be made during the periods when the
value of right ascension falls in the prohibited regions. Reachable set may be expressed
as ∪(θer

mx,−θer
mn){(Td)t/Hs ⊂ R; tdi−1 � t � tdi . Td is the yaw axis disturbing torque,

Hs is satellite angular momentum. For sun synchronous orbit, error introduced (0.9856
◦/day) is a function of mean angular velocity of sun. Let θer = (θert+s − θers ) be the er-
ror introduced by the ground station relocation, factors as drift, and oscillatory orbital
parameters. The curve representing drift (dθl/dt) is function of θl and is a parabola de-
fined by nominal longitude. Let ε be the deviation determined by the dimensions of the
mission longitude window, margins of the orbit restoration errors, maneuver inaccuracies
and short period oscillations. Let δh be the discontinuous function. The Time optimal
error regulation problem may be stated as to control the progression of the orbital param-
eters under the effect of perturbations by periodic orbit corrections in the most economic
manner so that the satellite remains within the mission window ( ±0.1◦ in longitude and
latitude) as determined by the radio communication regulations. Let t: [t0, s0, s1, . . .) be
the open switching time set. The dimensions of mission window are determined by the
considerations of design of steerable antenna, its mobility and mounting.

Theorem 3.1 (pointing error regulator). Time optimal impulse thrust (hybrid reignitable
fuel motors) is given by

u0
t (ηt) =

(
Td − ηtu(tk)

)
/Hs; ηt = 1(td,t); δh = (−ε/2); tdi � t � tui ;

ηt = 0; δh = (+ε/2); tui−1 � si � t � tdi . (12)
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Here ηt is the outward normal to the support plane. Non negative switching impulse thrust
optimal sequence [tdi , t

u
i , . . .); i = 0, 1, . . . is given by

L
(
tdi , θ

er(ωsl)
)

= meassi�s�t

(
|Wθ(td) − θerav| −

{
|Wθ(si) − θerav|

−|Wθ(ti−tui−1)−θerav|
}

+f tsi1(si,t)

((
Td−ηtu(tk)

)
/Hs

)
ds � (ε+δh)

)
;

Wθ(si) = θermn; tui−1 � si � t � tdi ; (13)

L
(
tui , θ

er(ωsl)
)

= meastdi�s�t

(
− |Wθ(tu) − θerav| −

{
|Wθ(td) − θerav|

−|Wθ(ti−tui−1)−θerav|
}

+f ttd1td,t
((
Td−ηtu(tk)

)
/Hs

)
ds � (ε+δh)

)
;

tdi � t � tui ; Wθ(td) = θermx; Wθ(tu) = θermn. (14)

Proof. Let {Wθ,�; 0 � t < ∞}, (Ω,�) be the Brownian family on canonical
space Ω = C[0,∞) with finite set θer ∈ Ω. It is assumed that the Levys measure
L(t, θer(ωsl)) = lim(1/ε) meas {0 � s � t; |Wθ − θerav| � ε}; t ∈ [0,∞) is jointly
singularly continuous in (t, θert ) on each optimal switching impulse thrust sequence, with
Brownian time intervals tu, tdi , and the Brownian path for satellite is modulus continu-
ous. For every Borel set B ∈ B we define Brownian switching time as Lebesgue measure
f tsi1(si,t)(Wθ)ds = meas {0 � s � t; Wθ ∈ B}; t ∈ [0,∞). It is also assumed that
d(L(t, θert ))/dt exists and is zero for Lebesgue almost every where in the interval. It
can be verified that for P-a.e. {(t, ωsl)[0,∞) × Ω}, has a finite Lebesgue measure. Con-
sider the switching time sequence representation L(t, θer(ωsl)) = (1/2)f tsδ(Wθ(ωsl) −
θert ) ds. The continuous Process (0 � s � t; |Wθ − θert | � ε}; t ∈ [0,∞)) is sub
martingale; and admits a unique Doob–Meyer decomposition.

|Wθ(td)−θerav|= |Wθ(si)−θerav|−|Wθ(ti − tui−1)−θerav|+Mt(θerav)+At(θerav). (15)

Here Mt(θerav) is a martingale, and At(θerav) is a monotonic continuous process. Tanaka
formula may be employed to identify At(θerav) = L(t, θer(ωsl)) = (1/2)f tsδ(We(ωsl)−
θert )ds and Mt(θerav) = f tsi1si,t

(
(Td − ηtu(tk)

)
/Hs) ds; t ∈ [0,∞). The integral

Eu||Wθ(td) − θerav| −
{
|Wθ(si) − θerav| − |Wθ(ti − tui−1) − θerav|

}
− f ttd

∣∣1(td,t)

(
(Td −

ηtu(tk))/Hs
)∣∣2 ds � (εmx + δh) converges to a bounded set in quadratic mean. By

applying Ito rule for convex (Wθ − θert ) density with respect to Lebesgue measure for
switching interval can be expressed as

L(tdi , θ
er(ωsl)) = meassi�s�t

(
|Wθ(td) − θerav| −

{
|Wθ(si) − θerav|

−|Wθ(ti − tui−1) − θerav|
}

+ f tsi1(si,t)

(
(Td − ηtu(tk))/Hs

)
ds

� (εmx + δh)
)
; Wθ(si) = θermn; tui−1 � si � t � tdi . (16)

Equation for L(tui , θ
er(ωsl) follows by employing symmetry equivalence transformation

property.
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It may be verified that the cycle duration and the cost of control depends on the posi-
tion of the satellite with respect to stable equilibrium point, longitudinal dimension, size
of the window, and Sa/ms ratio of the satellite, here Sa is the satellite surface area and
ms is the satellite mass.

3.3. Hierarchical Tuned – Navigator/Locator

Coordinated adaptive periodic control and communication operation is characterized by
hierarchical structure with maneuvering targets sharing common workspace tracked by
satellite and ground locator system performing in global environment. Define terrestrial
object precision index measure over manifold in volume form Ω(Vi) = ‖Vi‖; Vi ∈ Rn;
Ωj = ‖xjk+1 − xjd‖2

κ + ‖ujk‖2
ρ; here ρt−tk is the shape function. It may be shown that

optimal adaptive control action over subset of manifold is given by uj0(k) = −
[
ρt−tkI+

F j
θd(nr, k)tBtκjBF j

θd(nr, k)
]−1

BtF j
θd(nr, k)tκj [xjk −xjd]. Let Υj

k = [xjtk u
jt
k ]t, and let

E
[
{Υj

k−E(Υj
k)}{Υj

k−E(Υj
k)}′

]
= PΥ

k be the covariance with PΥj

0 = P r(nr); j > r;
j �= r; j, 1 = 1, 2, . . .; let Ca be the weight sequence. It may be shown that optimal state
trajectory is given by xk+1 = Γjt

k Υj
k, here Γjk =

[
Iρt−tkB

t(F jθd(nr, k))
]t

. Weighted
least square estimate Γj∧

k of plant dynamics may be expressed as

Γj∧
k = Γj

k−1 + CaP
Υj
k−1Υj

k{x
j
k − Γj

k−1
∧tΥj

k−1}t[I + CaΥjt
k P

Υj
k−1Υj

k]−1, (17)

PΥj
k = PΥj

k−1 − CaP
Υj
k−1Υj

kΥj t
k PΥj

k−1[I + CaΥj t
k PΥj

k−1Υj
k]−1. (18)

4. Satellite Launch – Installation

Cost of launching and installation of satellite depends on thrust performance of launcher
( e.g., bi-liquid propulsion for poplar SLV launch ). For solid fuel propellant system with
small combustion time, propulsion may be characterized as impulse thrust system. The
trajectory of terrestrial object launched can be expressed as

{
(r0V 2

n /gemp) − 1
}

= e,
here ge is the gravitational constant,mp is the mass of the base planet, r0 is the radius vec-
tor, Vn is the velocity normal to the minimum radius vector. The case e < 1 correspond
to trajectory of a satellite. The case e > 1 correspond to trajectory which lead to probes.
Propellant for launch is selected from desired trajectory conic section.mpr = πttc/geIsp
is the mass of solid propellant consumed, here πt is the thrust, Isp is the specific im-
pulse, tc is the propellant ejection time. Let xa, xp be the satellite transfer state at apogee
and perigee, Fv, Fh be the drift matrices with associated borel measure functions, ∆bi(t)
be the inclination and altitude perturbations, ∆vp(s1, s2) = ∆vpδ(t − s1) be the im-
pulse thrust introduced at perigee by reignitable fuel motor pairs, σt be the dispersion
matrix. Let wt be the family of perturbation and constraints introduced by longitudinal
and transverse acceleration, vibrations, shocks characterized by Brownian motion. Let
gm(s0, s1), ga(s1, , s2), gb(s2,∆bj(x, t)) be the parameters characterizing launch, trans-
fer, and positioning phase dynamics, kw(s2, t, w) be the parameter characterizing drift
orbit and satellite dynamics uncertainty, kv, kg be the constant coefficients, πt be the
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thrust impulse normal to satellite axis requiring regulation. The set of measurements pro-
cess ζ: x(ζ) < hs is dependent on characteristics of environment during launch.

PROPOSITION 4.1 (installation dynamics). Given bounded domain functions closure
Fk: D → [0,∞), (ga(s1, s2)∆vp(s1, s2) + gm(s0, s1)mpr + gb(s2,∆bj(x))πt}: D →
R. Let p(ζ, t) be the process probability density for the process xv(ζ, t). Installation dy-
namics state xv: [0, tf ]×Rd → Rd of vehicle admits following stochastic representation
on [0, tf ] ×Rd.

dxv(ζ, t) =
{(

− Fv(t) − Fh(d/dζ, ζ, t)
)
xv(ζ, t) + gm(s0, st)mpr

+ga
(
∆vp(s1, s2)

)
πt + gb(s2,∆bj)πt

}
dt +

(√
kw(s2)

)
πtσtdwt;

xv(ζ, tf ) = xvtf ; (19)

xv(ζ) = fζ∈Rdp(ζ, t, tj)xvtf (ζ)dζ + f tft fζ∈Rd

{
ga

(
∆vp(s1, s2)

)
πs

+gm(s0, s1)mpr + gb
(
s2,∆bj(xs, s)

)
πs

}
p(ζ, s)dζds

+f tft (
√
kw(s2))πtσt(xv)dwt;

∂p(ζ, s)/∂s = −
d∑

l=1

(∂/∂ζ)Fh(d/dζ, ζ, t)p(ζ, s) − Fvp(ζ, s). (20)

Proof. It is assumed that xv(ζ, t) system dynamics solution satisfies uniform elastic-
ity, Bounded ness, Holder continuity conditions. If in addition the function (∂/∂ζ)Fh is
bounded and Holder continuous, then p(ζ, s) is of the class C1,2, ((t, T ] × Rd), and
satisfies ∂p(ζ, s)/∂s = −

∑d
l=1(∂/∂ζ)Fh(d/dζ, ζ, t)p(ζ, s) − Fvp(ζ, s) in forward

variables (ζ, s). Let p(ζ, s): Rd → R be the collection of Borel-measurable func-
tions. For existence of a unique solution, assume that satellite launch dynamics admits
two finite measures µ1(dζ) and µ2(dζ) on B(Rd). The identity fζ∈Rdp(ζ, s)µ1(dζ) =
fζ∈Rdp(ζ, s)µ2(dζ) characterizing satellite launch implies the unique ness of the so-
lution. From polynomial growth condition max0<t�tf |xv(ζ, t)| � M(1 + ‖ζ‖2µ);
x ∈ Rd, M > 0, µ � 1, admits following stochastic representation for xv(ζ, t).

xv(ζ, t) = Et,ζ
[
xv(ζ, tf ) exp{−fζ∈RdFv(ζ)dζ} + f tft

{
gm(s0, s1)mpr

+ga
(
∆vp(s1, s2)

)
πt + gb(s2,∆bj)πt

}
exp

{
− fζ∈RdFv(ζ)dζ

}
ds

]
+f tft (

√
kw(s2))πtσt(xv)dwt; xv(ζ, tf ) = xvtf . (21)

By applying Ito rule to the process xv(ζ, s) exp{−fζ∈RdFv(ζ)dζ}; s ∈ [t, tf ], and
by application of dominated monotone convergence theorem, and Chebyshev inequality,
it may be verified that Fundamental solution admits following stochastic representation

xv(ζ) = −fζ∈Rdp(ζ, t, tf )xvtfdζ + f tft fζ∈Rd

{
ga

(
∆vp(s1, s2)

)
πs
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+gm
(
s0, s1)mpr + gb

(
s2,∆bj(xs, s)

)
πs

}
p(ζ, s)dζds

+f tft (
√
kw(s2))πtσt(xv)dwt; xv(ζ, tf ) = xvtf . (22)

Orbit Index. Let (rz , θz), (ry , θy) be coordinates of beacon marks (Pv, Ph) placed
on vertical and horizontal great circles, hp = hs + re be the radial distance. Satellite
(geostationary SLV, Fig. 3) entry coordinates for the Pv beacon visibility horizon are
given by

zp =
√{hp2 − (re cos θe + dy sin θe)2}; xp = (re cos θe + dy sin θe);

dy =
√

(hp2 − r2e).
(23)

4.1. Optimal Thruster Propulsion Control

Let ∆xv(s1, s2) be introduced impulse thrust from propellant thruster perigee and apogee
fuel motors, where xv = (ge/2r3e)xs is the transfer orbit velocity. Let {β(s),�s; 0 �
s � t} be the measurable adapted uniformly bounded discount process. It is de-
sired to select set of admissible control triplet (mp,∆xv(s1, s2), π) to minimize con-
cave utility function PI(xv) = Ef t0(1/2)kβ exp(−fs0β(υ)dυ)(∆xv)tQ(∆xv)ds. Let
v(xv , t) = (1/2)kβ exp(−fs0β(υ)dυ)(∆xv)tS(∆xv). Define differential operator A =
(1/gm(s0, s1)){kv +

∑d
i=1 Fh(∂/∂ζ)}; kv = ((1/2)QS−1 + Fv). Using Stochastic

Hamilton Jacobi Bellman equation impulse system optimal solid drop off fuel is given by
mpr = Axvp; and optimal propulsion thrust for reignitable motors is given by

π0
t = −

[(
gb(s2,∆bj(xv , t)

)
+ ga(∆xv(s1, s2))

)
/
(
kw(s2, w)‖σt‖2

)]
hsp. (24)

Unified bipropellant propulsion with single set of reservoirs enable dividing of opti-
mal propulsions into several intervals in satellite launch and installation phase.

Molnya Keplerian Orbit. To establish repetitive satellite communication link, satellite
may symmetrically return to apogee in the same region. To establish permanent links, it
is necessary to provide several suitably phased Molnya orbit (visible to the apogee region
for orbit period � 8 hrs) satellites with different link frequencies. From Keller’s law of
areas, mission injection velocity thrust for molnya orbit (period = 11 hrs 58 min 2sec,
half sidereal day), can be expressed as

∆xvp(t) = (xsp − xsp0)
√

(ge/2r3e); x(t0) = xt0. (25)

Here ge is gravitational constant. For Molnya (high elevation angle) orbit, noise captured
by earth station antenna, from ground and terrestrial objects is low. Stochastic represen-
tation of Molnya transfer scaled orbit admits following Brownian oscillation solution

[
dxst
dxvt

]
=

[
0 I

Fa −Fv

] [
xst
xvt

]
dt+

[
0

ga
(
∆xvp(s1, s2)

)
+ gb(s2,∆bj(xp, xa))

]
πtdt
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+
[

0
(
√
kw)πtσt

]
dwt. (26)

From Brownian oscillation dynamics it may be verified that the effect of Sun-satellite
eclipses and conjunction will be minimal for Molnya orbit. Terrestrial potential at the
perigee of the orbit has minimal effect on stations situated under the apogee. The pre-
cession rate for Sun synchronous orbit can be expressed as dθp/dt = −9.95(rlt/(rlt +
rs))3.5 cos θl (◦/day), here rlt = re(0.99832+0.0016835 cos2θl) is the base frame radius
at latitude θl, re is the base frame radius. It may be verified that as altitude is increased,
inclination is increased, resulting in increased uncovered region near poles.

5. Acceleration Maneuvering

To increase the capacity and elevation angle of the satellite link, and to reduce orbital
constraints an inter satellite link may be employed. A large capacity satellite launcher
may be replaced by cluster of satellites serviced by mobile stations. Let As be the satel-
lite cross sectional area normal to the velocity plane. The aerodynamic drag coefficient
cd is function of mass, shape, and atmospheric density. Due to high satellite velocity,
aerodynamic drag is significant factor in satellite performance. Atmospheric density ζa
is function of orbital altitude and solar activity. The aerodynamic drag may be expressed
as gcd = −0.5ζacdAsx

v2/ms, here xv is the velocity of the satellite, ms is the mass
of satellite. For an elliptical orbit, aerodynamic drag results in breaking at the perigee.
Let kgd be the acceleration coefficient, spectral density wt ∼ N

(
0,W (F i

θd, x
ac)

)
char-

acterizes the propagation of covariance and nonlinearity introduced by the acceleration
during thrust period. Maneuvering target acceleration xac = (∂2xs/∂t2) measurements
are not available to satellite locator system, and dynamic observer may be constructed for
the purpose. Markov switching kinematics of dynamic observer in launch thrusting phase
may be expressed as

∂(xac)/∂t = kgdgcd(xv2)acxac + gm(s0, s1)acmpr;

xac(t) ∼ N(0, 2(kgdgcd(xv2)ac)xacmax
2(1 − pco + 4pcmx/3). (27)

Here pcmx is the probability that object maneuvers with maximum acceleration, pc0 is
the probability that object may not accelerate, mpr is the bipropellant consumed, with
[xac]t=t0 ∼ N(0, Xa0). Thrusting phase switching kinematics may be expressed as

xack+1 = gcd(xv2)xack + gm(sj , si)mpr; gcd(xv2) = exp(kgdgcd(t)ac∆t);

gm(sj , si)=
(
exp

(
kgdgcd(t)ac∆t

)
−I

)(
exp

(
kgd gcd(t)ac

)−1
gm(s0, s1)ac

)
. (28)

Let Υk = [xac mpr]t, let ca be the weight sequence. In Banach space worst
case convex set membership idendification algorithm for terrestrial object drift process
xack+1 = Γt

kΥk; Γk =
[
gcd(θ(wt)) gm(s0, s1)

]t
; θp ∈ Θp, is given by n width spectral
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radius information (in Kolmogorov sense) Vol Sn: {xack −E[Γk−1]}t{xack −E[Γk−1]}.
Technique given in Section 3.3 may be applied for identification of parameters for target
acceleration dynamics.

5.1. Visibility Model – Space Monitoring Station

Define quotient space Φxt modulo Φxs(Φxt/Φxs); s = [0, . . . , {2π(hs + rθ)1.5}/
√
ge),

characterizing orbit modes as sidereal day with coset [x(t)] ∈ X(s); here rθ is the earth
radius at latitude θ. Let [xie]; i = 1, . . . , 3, be the earth station coordinate system (Fig. 3),
[xis] be the state of terrestrial exploration space monitoring station. Let [x∼i] be inertial
coordinate system translating with exploration space station. From the Kepler’s law of
relative movement of two bodies, Velocity components of j-th terrestrial object to explo-
ration space monitoring station are given by

v1
j = hg cos θe cos θa; v2

j = hg cos θe sin θa;

v3
j = hg sin θe; hg =

√
(ge/(hs + rθj)).

(29)

Here hs = −rp + gempr
2
s/(2gemprs − H2

e ) is the satellite altitude, where He is the
angular momentum of the planet, ge is the geocentric gravitational constant, rp is the
planet radius, mp is the mass of the planet, rs is the orbit radius vector. Let c be the
velocity of light. Doppler shift and interferometry may be employed for observance of
angular and distance measurements of terrestrial objects.

Lemma 5.1. Coordinates of the j-th satellite, terrestrial exploration space monitoring
station are given by

x∼l
j = −xls + {1 − (vlj)

2/c2}−1/2(xlj − (vlj)t); l = 1, 2, 3. (30)

5.2. Identification of Active Taps (Droplets)

The complexity of the connectivity management grows exponentially with network
nodes. Satellite transponder searches, examines and merges available opportinities to
transmit command packet by employing anticipative policy. System performance im-
provement (Kang, 1996) can be achieved by servicing only active outlet taps in the
network. For markovian switching system, active taps with given signature are identi-
fied by extracting collection of event Set Sl = {sl1, . . . , sln; l = 1, . . . , n from the
Set S = {s11, . . . , s1n, s21, s22, . . . , sn1, . . . , snn, such that correlation activity index

PIac(s) =
∑n

j=1 ‖E
[
{xij(k)/xij(k − 1)}txij(k − 1)

]
/

∑n
j=1 E

[
xij(k − 1)txij(k −

i)
]
‖ = ‖

[
I − F j

iθBiK
j
iu + Kj

ip(k)
{
ζji (Fiθ , k) − Hj

i (I − F j
iθBiK

j
iu)

}
− F0θB

j
0K

j
0

]
‖;

i = 1, . . . , n; is optimized. For poisson connectivity, anticipative scheduling (Fig. 1, 2)
virtual image plane policy algorithm is given in the following. Proposed algorithm em-
ploys subgroup decomposition without degradation of throughput.

∆hs = hsωs sin θe∆t. (31)
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6. Flexible Structure Spacecraft

Flexible space structures with large antennas, solar arrays, optical reflectors are charac-
terized by low frequency lightly damped classic modes (INSAT_1B, IRS_1), and may
require changing orientation through large angles in minimum time. Torque actuator im-
pulse thrust can be expressed as ∆xvt = 2δtfdil, here fdi ∈ F is thrust, l is the force
arm length, δt is the impulse period. Let De = 2diag (ρ1ω

e
1, . . . , ρnω

e
n) be the elastic

modes damping, ρi be the damping ratios, ωe
i be the natural frequency of i-th elastic

mode, ms be the satellite mass, ϕ be the euler angle vector, ı be elastic modes vec-
tor, J be the moment of inertia, Φr, Φtr be the rotational and transitional mode shapes.
Let xt = (ϕdϕ/dt ıl(dıl/dt) . . . ın(dın/dt))t be the states of flexible structure space-
craft (INSAT_1B, IRS_1). Given the class of torque actuator impulse thrust controls
ut =

[
{0∆xvs}i]; i = i, . . . , n. Flexible structure thruster control problem may be stated

as, find actuator impulse thrust ∆xv(s1, s2) to minimize concave utility function (Perfor-
mance Index).

PI(xs) = Ef t0(1/2)kβ(exp−fs0β(υ)dυ)
{
(xs − xd)tQ(xs − xd)

+ (∆xv)tR(∆xv)}ds; β = {β(s), �s; 0 � s � t}. (32)

Linearized rigid body elastic motion dynamics and optimal actuator impulse thrust
∆xv(s1, s2) is given by

dxt =
{
A(xt − xd) + But}dt + Gdwt;

A = diag

{[
0 1
0 0

]
,

[
0 1

−Λ1 −De1

]
1

, . . . ,

[
0 1

−Λi −Dei

]
i

, . . .

}
; (33)

B =
[
{0J−1}t . . . {0Φ} . . .

]t;
{0J−1}t =

[
{0J−1}ti

]
; {0Φ} =

[
{0Φ}j

]
; i = 1, 2, . . . ; j = 1, 2, . . .

Λ = diag[ω2
i ]; ∆xv = −R−1BtS(xs − xd); (34)

(dS/dt) + βtS + Q− SBR−1BtS + AtS + SA = 0; i = l, . . . , n. (35)

To facilitate installing of large antennas, and to install unfolding solar panels, Impulse
thrust may be employed to maintain fixed orientation of terrestrial space station in refer-
ence to the base frame planet.

7. Network Dynamic Obstacles

For systems with maneuverability constraints satellite locator link may replace ground
locator server. Consider switching network mapping with L1,H∞ norms for extended
reachable zone. Let Set Mn0 = {x: Lr

p(t−tk)Fθdu(x) = 0} be the collection of fields

normal to the dynamical obstacle plane. Let Set Md0 = {x: Lr−1
ρ(t−tk)Fθu(x) �= 0} be
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the collection of fields tangential to dynamic obstacles plane. Let |x(k)| � cx0|x(0)| +
cx|x(k)| be the state constraints introduced by fields Mdo, Mno. The obstacle mem-
bership Set Mdo and Set Mno may include parameter uncertainties introduced under
L∞. For uncertainties with spectral radius less than unity, it can be shown that the
class of structured perturbations Ξ[∆F j

θd(n1, k)]Ξ−1 = [δii]; δii ∈ R, δii > 0;
maxi supk |δi(tk)| < δmx; i = 1, . . . , n; Set [Ξij ] ∈ Ξ. Hierarchical L∞ stabil-
ity (Kang, 1970) problem (Fig. 1) may be formulated as structured norm optimiza-
tion: infKg infΞ ‖I − ρ(t − tk)Ξ−1

(
F j
θd(nr, k)

)
{Kj

c}−1Kj
g‖Lp � 1; here (Kj

c ) =[
R +

(
F j
θd(nr, k)

)t
BtκjBF j

θd(nr, k)
]
; KJ

g = Bt
[
Ej
θd(nr, k)tκj

]
Ξ. To prevent loss

of track control, and for smooth recovery Kg,Kψ,Ξ may be selected for stabilization
and track control, from L∞ performance robustness criterion.

7.1. Design for Maximum Droplet Resolution

Let ms,mp be the mass of terrestrial object and of base frame planet, rs = hs + re be
the Sun synchronous orbit sub major axis, ha be the altitude at apogee, rp ∼= 6378km be
the terrestrial radius for earth frame. From law of constant area swept during planetary
motion resolution for service drop outputs may be obtained.

PROPOSITION 7.1. Resolution for service drop outputs in orbit is given by[(
hs
√

(gemp)
)
/
(
ha(1 + ms/mp)

√
rs

)]
.

7.2. Geosynchronous Orbit Trajectory

Frequency reuse may be employed to increase the capacity of Multibeam satellite [IRS-
1]. Let xsi , i = 1, . . . , 3 be coordinates of terrestrial path, let hs ∈ hs, θa ∈ θa, θe ∈ θe.
The satellite visibility constraints may be expressed as θe > 0, and segment of the orbit
may be expressed as arc (ab)s = f ba

√∑3
i=1(∂xsi /∂t)

2dt. Results for geo_synchronous
orbit (Fig. 6) global stabilization is stated in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 7.2. By application of conformal transformation mapping and spherical
coordinates arc stretching, geosynchronous orbit segment θe � θe

′
(Fig. 5) may be ex-

pressed as

f bah
s′√{

(∂θe
′
/∂t)2 + (cos θe

′
)2(∂θa

′
/∂t)2

}
dt

�f bah
s′

{
(∂θe/∂t) + (cos θe)(∂θa/∂t)

}
dt. (36)

8. Air to Air Missile System

Design of switching trajectory for non minimum phase planer robust autopilot Preferred
Orientation Control AAFM system (Cloutier, 1989) is considered in the following. Body
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Fig. 5. Spherical trignometry rep.

forces are assumed negligible. Effect of environmental factors as uncertainties in latitude,
elevation, and launcher system dynamics is investigated.

Autopilot Design. Define xt = [φ, ψ]t; and x(0) = [x10, x20]t, here ψ, φ be the angle
of attack and sideslip. Let cnφ, cnup, cuq, cur, cnp, cψ, cr, be the normal and side aerody-
namic force constants, p, q, r be the pitch, yaw, roll rates, φr , φp, φq be the roll pitch yaw
angles ur, up, uq be the roll pitch and yaw control deflection, Γ(ge, vm,mm, am, wp) be
the coefficient for dynamic pressure, here ge is the gravitational constant, vm is the mis-
sile speed, mm is the mass of missile, am is the area, wp is the aerodynamic pressure.
Let ps be the roll rate about stability axis. The problem of design of autopilot may be
formulated as minimization of (L2)[0, tf ] energy performance index to track angle of
attack φ and bank angle γ in BV [0, tf ](L∞) Frechet differentiable Tangent mapping
space. For diffeomorphism induced by metric tensor in local neighborhood, Tangent bun-
dle of x can be expressed as T(Fp−KuBp)x → ∪

xi∈X
Ttxi. Consider the admissible class

of variable structure autopilot controls ut: [up ur uq]t = −Kuxt; with constraint norm
‖ui‖ = maxj supt |u

j
i (t)| < um; i = i, . . . , 3.

9. Example (Performance Robust Autopilot Design)

Let ∇F : TaF → F , ‖δF‖ < δam, where δam is uncertainty envelope. ‖∆y1(t)‖∞ <

δym be the class of perturbation bounds significant at low altitudes, including introduced
perturbations in solar radiation pressure, terrestrial attraction components, air density,
aero dynamics coefficients normal to surface plane. y(t) =

[
y1(t) ∆y1(t) y2(t)

]t
; state

of maneuvering target at command and control center is given by compounded coordinate
mapping transform yt = ζxt. From Rigid body motion AAFM system mapped dynamics
X → Y in space Y can be expressed as

T(Fp−KuBp)y → Tty = ∪
yi∈y

Ttyi;

∂yt/∂t=F p(y, t)yt+Bp(y, t)ut+ζΥ; Υ=[Υφ,Υψ]t; y(t0) = [y10 0 y30]t;(37)
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Fig. 6. AAFM syst performance.

Υφ = p− ps tanψ + (Γ cosφ/ cosψ)cnpp

+(cosφ cosϕr cosϕp + sinφ sinψr)(ge/vm cosψ); (38)

Υψ = r sinφ− q cosφ + (cr r)Γ cosψ + cuqqΓ cosψ

+(sinϕr cosϕp cosψ)(ge/vm); (39)

F p(y) =


 Cnφ(Γ cosφ/ cosψ) cnφ(Γ cosφ/ cosψ) 0

(Γ cosφ/ cosψ)δcnφ cnφ(Γ cosφ/ cosψ) 0
0 0 Γ cosφcψ)


 ;

Bp(x) =


 0 ζcnup(Γ cosφ/ cosψ) 0

0 0 0
0 ζΓ cosψcur ζΓ cosψcuq


 . (40)

Using transformation zt = e−Fptyt; system dynamics can be expressed as dzt/dt =
e−Fpt

[
Bp(z, t)ut + ζΥ

]
; ‖∆z1(t)‖ < δzm, here z(t) =

[
z1(t) ∆z1(t) z2(t)

]t
. The

resulting reachable zone is enclosed by hyper planes H1 − H2 (Fig. 5). Define sliding
surfaces S = (saφ s

b
d)

t as

S =
[
cφ

{
(φ−φd)+(∂φ/∂t−∂φd/∂t)

}
, cd

{
(ψ−ψd)+(r−rd)

}]t
. (41)

Here φd is adaptive tracking control nonlinear reference trajectory, cφ, cd, are tracking
coefficients. From L∞ stability design class of inner loop robust controller employing
switching trajectory (Fig. 5) to track bank angle and angle of attack in extended fast
dynamics (inner loop) and slow dynamics (outer loop) transition zone is given by

uit = −sgn
{
Bp(z, t)−1ζΥ};

uit = −sgnBp(z, t)−1
{
F p(z, t) exp

[
F p(z, t)

]
zt + ζΥ}.

(42)
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10. Delivery System – Hybrid Reliability

Let [xji ; 0 � t � ∞ be the collection of random target locations in cemetery space
P (xji ∈ dxji ) =

∏n
i=1 γi exp(−γixjtf )dxjtf ; with γi positive parameters. Define limited

life time brownian process (vmj = ∆); tav � t < ∞, here vmj is missile approach ve-
locity, p∆ =

(
1− exp(−tfmx/tf0)

)
is the probability of missile death during maximum

mission flight time tfmx, tf0 , is the mean time of first flight mission failure. Let td be the
time of successful flight to the assigned target.

10.1. Reliability – Delivery System With Backup Missiles

Consider subsystem consisting of principle missile assigned to the target, and backup
missiles with switching elements. Let the failure rate of principle missile subsystem be
Λp, the failure rate of backup missile subsystem be Λb, and the failure rate of missile
switching subsystem be Λs. By applying binomial rule it may be verified that extended
missile flight time to preidentified target to land on a given target is given by

tb = (1/Λp) + Λb/(Λb + Λs)2. (43)

10.2. Confidence Level of Successful Missile Landing

Limited time Brownian process is modified by introducing dynamic redundancy with
backup missile switching. ℵ2 distribution is employed for estimating confidence limit
for n number of missile launches required for successful missile landing on preidentified
target. Let α be the confidence level. Define a new process in cemetery space vmj = vmj ;
0 � t < tav; vmj = ∆; tav � t < ∞; tav = inf{t � 0; ∆ � vmj}. The upper and
lower confidence limits are given by

θu=2td/ℵ2
1−α

{
td/p1(1−pi)p∆tf0

(
1+(n−1)/(1+Λs p1

(
1−pi)p∆tf0

)2
)}

; (44)

θ1=2td/ℵ2
α

{
td/p1(1−pi)p∆tf0

(
1+(n−1)/

(
1+Λs p1(1−pi)p∆tf0

)2
)}
. (45)

Here p1, is the probability of successful missile launch, pi is the probability of an inter-
cept. The total number of missile launchers n tracking target is given by

n = td/p1(1 − pi)p∆tf0 . (46)

11. Conclusions

Positioning filter dynamics for terrestrial objects are derived from relativity model. Im-
pulse controller for gyroscopic stabilization with time optimal regulator employing hy-
brid reignitable motors is obtained. Observation process is in general dependent on char-
acteristics of environment during launch, installation and correction phases of a satel-
lite. Optimal adaptive control for hybrid Hierarchical tuned navigator locator is obtained.
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Brownian oscillation solution to Molnya transfer orbit is obtained. Model for Flexible
Structure spacecraft, and visibility model for terrestrial space exploration monitoring sta-
tion are given. It is shown that optimal impulse thrust for flexible structure space craft is
discounted by discount factor. Design of tracking trajectory for system with dynamic ob-
stacles is given. Proposed technique is applied for acquisition of synchronisation informa-
tion for terrestrial inertial targets. Sat function may be introduced to regulate chattering.
System performance may be improved (Kang, 1996) by servicing only active target taps
in the satellit link. To increase system throughput design procedure for maximum Droplet
resolution is given. Class of robust controller switching trajectory with fast and slow dy-
namics to track bank angle and angle of attack of AAFM system in extended transition
zone is obtained. It is verified that infinite number of linear varieties (strategies) exists.
Procedure to obtain required number of missile launches for successful missile landing
on pre identified target is given.The upper and lower confidence limit of a successful
missile landing on a identified target is determined.
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Kosmini ↪u pajėg ↪u lanksči ↪u struktūr ↪u modeliavimas ir valdymas

Harcharan S. KANG

Straipsnyje pateikiamas kosmini ↪u pajėg ↪u lanksči ↪u struktūr ↪u modelis, kuomet vykdomas paly-
dovo paleidimas, instaliavimas stacionarioje orbitoje bei jo fazinė korekcija. Duodami sistemos
skridimo trajektorijos, esant dinaminėms kliūtims, konstrukcija ir raket ↪u, sėkmingai pataikanči ↪u ↪i
numatytus objektus, paleidim ↪u skaičiaus ir jo patiklumo rėži ↪u pagrindimas. Analizuojamas navi-
gacinės sistemos patikimumas.


